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I used these images to inspire my design. The
mountains are the Blue Ridge Mountains in
North Carolina which are mentioned in the
show. The postcards are from the 1920s and
1940s from North Carolina. I used these
images to decide my color choices of using
blues, oranges, and purples in the majority of
my design. The mountain pictures inspired
my choice to use gobos to have a textured look
on the floor.
Bright Star is about Alice Murphy, a strait-laced newspaper editor from Asheville, North Carolina.
Through the story Alice reflects on her younger years as a wild and carefree Blue Ridge Mountain girl. I
wanted to tell the story of secrets through an array of colors, saturate and tinted, conveying what was
hidden and what was seen. In addition, I wanted to show the connectedness of the characters and their
stories through texture; lighting the fringes of the scene to show that nothing is forgotten or unseen –
and of course also giving a bit of visual interest to a large, flat, black stage.
 
Design Statement-Weaving Stories and Secrets
Maren Taylor
In addition to these systems of color,
I had another front and shin boom
system with only R119 and a top light
and floor strip lights without any
color or diffusion. Based on my
research, I chose these colors and
texture to reflect the back and forth










High Side Cross 
R02+R119




Floor Strip on Cyc 
R375+R119




Back Cross Wash 
R21+R119
High Side Cross 
L201+R119
Front 
